## Uniform Policy

### SUMMER

**BOYS**
- White cotton buttoned through shirt with McAuley logo.
- Grey summer shorts (NOT track pants or cargo style)
- Black shoes – leather uppers
- White socks (NOT anklets)
- Compulsory school hat/cap

**GIRLS**
- Princess line summer dress with Peter Pan collar (primary),
- V neck summer dress (secondary) OR tartan skirt and white blouse with tailored band, worn over skirt

### WINTER

**BOYS**
- White cotton, long sleeve, buttoned through shirt with McAuley logo
- Navy V neck jumper with McAuley logo
- McAuley school jacket
- Black shoes – leather uppers
- White/grey socks (NOT anklets)
- McAuley scarf – plain navy
- McAuley beanie – plain navy, no logo
- Compulsory school hat/cap

**GIRLS**
- Tartan skirt, white blouse
- Navy V neck jumper with McAuley logo
- Primary – winter tartan pinafore with white blouse
- Tailored navy slacks (primary and secondary)
- McAuley school jacket
- Navy tights
- White socks (NOT anklets)
- Black shoes – leather uppers
- McAuley scarf – plain navy
- McAuley beanie – plain navy, no logo
- Compulsory school hat/cap

### SPORT

**BOYS**
- Navy shorts
- Plain navy track pants
- McAuley polo shorts shirt – long and short sleeved
- White socks (NOT anklets)
- Joggers
- Compulsory school hat/cap

**GIRLS**
- Navy shorts or pleated navy skirt
- Plain navy track pants
- McAuley polo sports – long and short sleeved
- White socks (NOT anklets)
- Joggers
- Compulsory school hat/cap

### Jewellery & Other Items

- **Chains**
  - Chains may be worn only underneath clothing. They are **not** permitted during sporting activities.

- **Bangles, Bracelets, Rings**
  - These are **not** to be worn.

- **Piercing**
  - No piercing of any body parts is permitted other than as described in section on earrings below.

- **Earrings**
  - All earrings are discouraged. If earrings are worn a set of two earrings only; one in the lobe of each ear must be worn. Earrings should be removed during any sporting activities.

- **Hair / Makeup**
  - Children’s hair should be maintained in a clean and tidy condition.
  - Hair must remain its natural colour - dyes, rinses and/or tips are not permitted.
  - Long hair (past shoulders) must be kept tied back at all times.
  - Hair accessories must be in school colours only, blue, green or red.
  - Makeup is **not** to be worn at any time.